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Formulas of Frenet for a Vector Field in a Finsler Space 
Yukiyoshi Nagata 
Abstract 
T. K. Pan1) demonstrated the generalized formulas of Frenet for a vector五eldin a subspace of 
a Riemannian space. This paper巴xtendsh1S investigation to a hypersurface and a subspace of a 
Finsler space. 
1. Formulas of Frenet for a Vector Field in a Hypersurface. 
Let Fn-l be a hypersurface given by the set of equations x'=x' (u" u2， ・・ ， 
un-1) (えニ1，•.. ，n) in a Finsler space F，π the fundamental quadratic form of which 
is ds2=めμ(ιど)dx'dxぺ Fn-lto which the element of support is tangential has 
the fundamental quadratic form ds2ニ 'gαbdu"dub. Let v' be an arbitrary but五xed
unit vector field de五nedat every point of Fn-l such that ザ==v(~Ba). ， 'gabVαが=1.
Let C: ua=uα(s) (a=lγ ・.，n-1) be a curve on F，冗 -1and let N' be a unit vector 
normal to Fn-l・ Wedefine n vectors along C by the following equations: 
万tJ=ザフ ザ(2)λ - vkN'，・・・，
可<r+1/= D可tγ，'jds (J = 2，… ，n-1)， 
(1. 1) 
where vk=g'I'N'DvPjds and Dvμ2-3) denotes the absolute di旺erentialalong C of the 
vector五eldげ atP of C. When r;"B)λ (s=l，…，n) are linearly independent， the 
following n vectors σ(p/ (p=l，・・ ，n) which are expressed linearly with the com-
ponents恥/for J=l， •.• ，p form a set of mutually orthogonal vectors: 
)' -(町駅r) (J，ε=1， •.. ，p) (1. 2) 
where 
foニ 1， f， = 1 ， fp = Ifr'l ， 
f，.E = f~ g，pr;(r/r;(E)!' ， f，.E F; =可.
Putting 
Dιん h
一一一干旦」ー σ(p)" - αqp (p， q = 1，・・・ ，n)， (1. 3) 
正lS
from σω，a(p)ν=dg we have 
一α=αqp '^ pq ， (1. 4) 
(157) 
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DσrnfhM 
一一ーとζー=λαmσイ川r
ds q P" '"' (1. 5) 
From (1. 1) and (1. 2) it follows that Dσ(p//ds is at most a linear expression in 
a♂，…，η(肘，/and therefore in d(♂γ.. ， d(p+1/' Consequently，α帥 =O(ん+1<ん).
Combining this result with (1. 4)， we have 
α 一一α 一-p+l - U.p+lp -v..L込p
α別ニ O (qキp+1)，
(1. 6) 
whereのKpis defined by the first of these equations. 
reduced to 
Hence equations (1. 5) are 
竺p{_== -vKp内一什vKpσ(PHJE，
正IS
(ρ=2γ・.，n-1)， (1. 7) 
where vKp for p=l， ・，n-1 are called， respectively， the associate curvatures of 
order 1γ・.，n-1 of the vector五eldv for the curve C. (1. 7) may be considered 
as a generalization of the Frenet formulas for a curve and hold except the case 
p= 1. And (1. 7) apply to the caseρ=n with the understanding that vKη 二 O. We 
call these the formulas of Frenet of the second kind for v along C in Fn. 
In the following， we shall derive the formulas of Frenet of the first kind for 
v along C in Fn・ Weput 
~(1)Æ =ザ ， ~(2)Æ = D，ごく1//ds= "K'切にー・，
f、r+1ゾ=D~(r)Æ/ds ， 
(1. 8) 
where vK is the absolute curvature of v at P with respect to C and the sense of 
ω is chosen in such a way as to make vK>O. If these vectors ~(æ)Æ (α=1，・ー ，n)
are assumed to be linearly independent， the following linear combinations of them 
for P=l，'・.，n form a set of n mutually orthogonal vectors : 
μ(p)λ=(ι)い (r， E = 1γ.，p) (1. 9) 
where 
YO = 1 ， Y1! = I y;I ， yc = y~ = gÆP~(r)ÆごくE/ ， Y; Y~ = o;. 
And we have f1(l)'=v"， f1(2/=WJ. 
Putting (Df1(h)jds)μων=んk(h， k=l，…，n)， from f1，h)，f1(k)'=ほwehave 
sk1' = んーk (1. 10) 
? ?? ? ??? ?? ? (1. 11) 
(158) 
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(1. 11) are reduced to 
全正=-vLk約一什ムμ山 J
正IS




(1. 12) apply to the case んニ1with the understanding that包Lo=Oand VL'=VK. 
Also， we have (1. 12) forん=nwith the understanding that vLn=O. vLk (ん=1，
一，n-1)are called， respectively， the associate curvatures of order 1， ••• ，n-1 of 
the vector五eldv for the curve C. We cal (1. 12) the formulas of Frenet of 
the first kind for vα:long C in Fn. 
2. Extension. 
We consider a subspace F.泊 (m<n)given by X'=ど (z人...，u叫)(えニ1，"'， n) 
in a Finsler space Fn. The element of support is tangential to F.汎・ Let N; (pニ
m十 1，.・.， n)be n-m mutually orthogonal unit vectors normal to Fm with respect 
to the metric of Fn. Let vザλ be an a但r七bit仕rar可ybut 五xedunit vector 五eld d白e五白ne吋da討t 
ever守ypoint of F m such t出ha抗tvザ1ニ UαB~p ラ'gαb山v(汽r
b民ea c叩urveon F叫
We denote the absolute di旺erentialof v' with respect to C at P by Dザ and
de五nethe following vectors: 
布。)λ ニザ， 玖2)λ ニムNL-・9
ザ λ Dr;lr)'




If可ゆえ (s=l，・.，n) are linearly independent， the following linear combinations of 
them for pニ 1，・ー ， n form a set of n mutually orthogonal vectors: 
where 
σAー(_h__ ¥! T!， _，' F! 
¥jirl/'MP 
(γ，ε=1γ.，p) 
fo=l， 1， =1， 五=Ifr"l ， 
f;ξ= fl = g'pr;くJ守的μ， frEF~ 士。;.




where "K，=α 士一α1p ~pp 寸1- v¥.p十 11'. 
(159) 
(pニ 2，"'， n-1)， 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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We call (2.3) the formul，ω of Frenetザ thesecond的 dfor v along C in Fn. 
vKp(ρ=1， "'，n-1) are called， respectively， the associate curvatures of order 1，"'， 
n -1 of the vector五eldv for the curve C. (2.3) hold except the case p= 1 and 
apply to the case p=n with the understanding that vKη=0. 
While， the formulas of Frenet of the 五回tkind for v along C in Fn may be 
derived in the same way as is mentioned in 1. 
(Received ]an. 26， 1960) 
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